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Anomalous angular distributions in pion and a particle scattering to the 22
1 state of 52Cr
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Inelastic scattering of 180 MeVp1 andp2 from 52Cr shows an angular distribution for the 22
1 state at 2.96

MeV that differs greatly from the usualL 5 2 shapes for 21 states. This state is perhaps the only case from
pion-inelastic scattering in which standard distorted-wave impulse approximation models~including multistep
and single-step responses! fail to reproduce the measured angular distribution. Furthermore, this unique exci-
tation has been shown to have the features expected of a seniority-four proton excitation yet the pion data show
charge symmetry. While coupled-channel calculations are not able to reproduce the pion data, they do agree
with the shape observed for 42 MeVa particle scattering to this state, but the magnitude of thea scattering
data is not consistent with a collective model and knowng ray deexcitations. Scattering to the first and third
21 states of52Cr with pions anda particles is also considered, and found to match the usual result for 21

states in general, accentuating the anomaly of this 22
1 transition.

PACS number~s!: 27.40.1z, 24.10.Eq, 25.80.Ek
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inelastic pion scattering at beam energies correspond
to the delta resonance has been shown to give diffract
angular distributions characteristic of the orbital-angular m
mentum transfer to natural-parity states, and to give tran
tion matrix elements for protons, neutrons, and their isos
lar sums and isovector differences in good accordance w
other measurements@1#. A striking exception was found for
180 MeV pion scattering to the second 21 state of 52Cr, at
2.96 MeV @2#. This has previously been shown to be of
very simple shell-model structure, based on the assump
of four valencef 7/2 protons excited from the ground state o
seniority,v50, to a state ofv54 @3,4#. Here, seniority is the
number of unpaired nucleons outside doubly closed48Ca.
More recent electromagnetic data confirm that only a ve
weak electric quadrupole transition connects this state to
ground state, as expected if a change of four units of sen
ity is required@5,6#. A high-resolution electron scattering ex
periment also failed to excite this 2.96 MeV state@7#.

Pion scattering to such a seniority-4 state would be ve
similar in its tensorial rank to pion double charge exchan
~DCX!, requiring explicit double excitation. The proton se
niority 4, with inert neutrons, would lead to the expectatio
of a strong asymmetry between scatteringp1 andp2. We
here test this assumption against new scattering data, u
first-order and second-order distorted-wave impulse appro
mation~DWIA ! methods. The general expectations from th
scattering of strongly absorbed spin-zero projectiles also p
mit a simple parametrization in terms of a diffraction mode

Inelastic scattering ofa particles parallels that of pions as
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both involve strongly absorbed spin-zero projectiles. We
ply the reaction models and the parameters found f
analysis of the pion data to oldera particle data to the sam
21 states for comparison. Thea particle data ensure th
correct choice of the relative phase for neutron and pr
excitations byp1 andp2.

II. PION SCATTERING

The new pion-scattering experiment was carried out
the EPICS system at LAMPF in order to improve upon
experiment described in@2#, using a natural Cr target~83.8%
52Cr! and a beam energy of 180 MeV. The resolution
tained was improved to 135 keV@full width at half maximum
~FWHM!#, counting statistics were increased, and ba
grounds due to secondary elastic scattering were elimin
to obtain cleaner spectra in the region near 3 MeV of e
tation @8#. The cross section scale was normalized, as in@2#,
to knownp6 proton andp6 carbon elastic cross section
Peak areas were extracted from the pion energy-loss sp
with a peak shape derived from the elastic scattering p
where the energy separations of the various states were
strained by known52Cr excitation energies@5,6#.

A potential source of background is from other Cr i
topes. In the even Cr isotopes, electron scattering@7# finds an
L52 transition to a state of50Cr at 2.92 MeV, which can no
be resolved from the 2.96 MeV state. This should, howe
produceL52 cross sections from pion scattering equiva
to no more than 11mb/sr at forward angles, which is le
than 10% of the 2.96 MeV strength observed in the pre
work. Several states of53Cr could be in the 2.96 MeV pea
689 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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690 53OAKLEY, PETERSON, MORRIS, AND FORTUNE
analyzed here@9#, but they are of high multipolarity and
weakly excited in low-energy proton scattering@10# in spite
of their high statistical weight. The cross sections seen in
present work do not have the shapes expected for high m
tipolarity. We can conclude from these results on the other
isotopes in the natural target used here that the 2.96 M
data presented here do indeed result from the population
the 22

1 state of 52Cr.
Sample spectra are presented in Fig. 1. The top spect

represents an angle corresponding to a diffractiveL52
maximum while the bottom is at anL52 minimum. The
2.96 MeV peak, although weak, clearly does not show t
same diffraction pattern found for the other 21 states in
52Cr @2#.
Differential cross sections for the first, second, and thi

21 states of 52Cr are presented in Fig. 2, with an overa
normalization uncertainly of6 8%. The 21

1 cross sections
agree with those of Ref.@2#. The solid curves represent th
DWIA fits @11,12# to the 1.43 and 3.16 MeV data. The
Kisslinger optical model is the basis of the DWIA calcula
tions withp-nucleon amplitudes taken from@13#. Coupled-
channels calculations were also performed to include i
pulse approximation scattering beyond first order@11#. In
first order, this is just the DWIA familiar from the many
results summarized in@1#. No back coupling of the transition
strength was included in our calculations to keep the resu

FIG. 1. Sample spectra for 180 MeVp2 scattered from natural
chromium. The top spectrum is at 30°, where standard 21 transi-
tions have a maximum, while the lower spectrum is at 40°, whe
21 states should have a minimum. The 2.96 MeV 22

1 state is clearly
out of phase with these expectations~unlike the 23

1 state which is in
phase!.
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for the elastic and first order transitions in concordance w
the usage of first-order codes. An energy shift of228 MeV
was used, as in@2#. The geometrical parameters for the two
parameter Fermi distributions of neutrons and protons we
kept the same, withc53.98 fm anda50.48 fm. Inelastic
scattering was computed through the vibrational collecti
model, with a transition density proportional to the derivativ
of the ground-state distribution. Our model for the shel
model excitation is that off 7/2 nucleons recoupled to states
of seniority other than zero as found in the ground state.
transition density for this model is taken from calculations o
a proton bound in a Woods-Saxon potential appropriate
52Cr, as in Ref.@14#. Figure 3 compares the collective and
microscopic proton model transition densities, both norma
ized to giveB(C2)↑5672e2 fm4. These are similar enough
to justify our use of the simple derivative collective mode
for our reaction calculation. In the collective model one us
a deformation amplitudeb for the transition density or the
transition potential. We relate this to the matrix elemen
Mm , for m 5 proton (Z), neutron (N) or isoscalar sum (A)
by @1#

Mm5mbR^r &/p ~1!

for a final state of natural parity and multipolarityL 5 2,
usingR as the midpoint radiusc of the ground-state density

re

FIG. 2. Differential cross sections for the first, second, and thi
21 states of52Cr are compared to first- and second-order DWI
calculations. The first-order curves for the 1.43 MeV~diamond data
points! and 3.16 MeV~square points! transitions use the proton and
neutron matrix elements listed in Table I. The solid curves for th
2.96 MeV data~crosses! use the first- and second-order paths, wit
matrix elements listed in Table I. The dotted curves use only t
sequential two-step path through the first 21 state, while the dashed
curves show the result of taking the opposite relative sign for t
first- and second-order amplitudes.
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53 691ANOMALOUS ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS IN PION AND a . . .
@or optical potential for the distorted-wave Born approxim
tion ~DWBA! used below# and ^r & computed from Woods-
Saxon matter distributions to be 3.385 fm.

The transition matrix elements for protons (Mp) and neu-
trons (Mn) were taken from a previous pion-scattering e
periment for the 21

1 transition@2# but were varied to fit the
magnitudes of the 23

1 inelastic cross sections from this ex
periment, as previous data were not as reliable. The value
b and resulting matrix elements are listed in Table I. Th
21

1 value forMp compares favorably with electomagneti

FIG. 3. Transition densities for the vibrational~solid! and mi-
croscopic~dashed! models for the first 21 state in 52Cr are com-
pared, as described in the text, weighted byr 2. The integral of these
curves gives matrix elements which square to giveB(C2)↑
5672e2 fm4. The close similarity of these shapes authorizes o
use of the collective model even for a shell-model excitation.

TABLE I. Matrix elements in fm2 and amplitudesb for the
transitions considered in this work are listed. The results for t
pion-induced transitions to the first and third 21 states were ob-
tained through comparison with pion data~this work and Ref. 2!
with statistical errors as given. The pion values used for the2

1

excitations were only those extracted from electromagnetic~EM!
measurements@6# where neutron parameters were scaled byN/Z.
These are bracketed because no acceptable fit to pion data
obtained for this transition. Thea scatteringM0 was obtained di-
rectly from the pion results for the 21

1 state; hence, no errors are
reported. Otherwise, the values were from fits to thea data again
with statistical errors given.

01→21
1 01→22

1 21
1→22

1 01→23
1

Mp~EM! 25.960.6 1.160.2 2763 3.560.3
Mp(p) 24.260.5 @1.1# @27# 4.360.7
Mn(p) 21.860.5 @1.3# @32# 9.560.7
M0(a) 46.1 0.0 3365 12.961.3

bp(p) 0.23 0.01 0.12 0.04
bn(p) 0.18 0.01 0.12 0.08
b0 0.16 0.00 0.11 0.04
-

-

-
s of
e
c

data @5# while the proton matrix element gives a proto
~charge! transition rate for the 23

1 state,
B(C2)↑5(1866)e2 fm4, which also compares well with
the value of 12e2 fm4 from an average of electromagnet
transitions @6#. We use for the 21 states
B(m2)↑5e2Mm

2 /(2Ji11) from a state of spinJi .
The data for the second 21 state, shown in Fig. 2, are

clearly not like the diffractive shape for the 21
1 and 23

1 tran-
sitions of 52Cr. This result is not a function of strength alon
as there are other weakly excited 21 states with cross sec
tions no stronger than those for this 2.96 MeV peak that
show standardL52 diffraction patterns@1#.

In an attempt to reproduce this angular distribution we u
a two-step sequential scattering model through thev 5 2
first 21 state to excite the second 21 state ofv54. The
proton quadrupole transition strength from the 1.43 Me
state to that at 2.96 MeV is taken from the photon decay d
for the higher state@6#, with B(C2)↑5146e2 fm4. The neu-
tron matrix element is scaled byN/Z. This purely second-
order calculation yields the dotted curve compared to
22

1 data in Fig. 2.
There is a small direct photon transition from the 2.9

MeV state to the ground state, corresponding
B(C2)↑51.3e2 fm4 @6#. The weakest 21 state seen in elec-
tron scattering from52Cr hasB(C2)↑516e2 fm4 @7#. We
use a direct matrix elementMp51.1 fm2, and scale the neu-
tron amplitude by the total number of neutrons and proto
in 52Cr to obtainMn51.3 fm2. The dotted curve in the
bottom panel of Fig. 2 is a pure two-step calculation wh
the solid and dashed curves show the influence inclusion
interfering direct amplitudes has on the calculation for t
2.96 MeV cross section. The solid curve shows the pred
tion with the same relative sign for the first- and secon
order matrix elements for neutrons and protons, and with
positive sign between amplitudes for neutrons and proto
This maintains the isoscalar symmetry expected from p
scattering to low-lying states@1#. An opposite choice of the
relative sign between the two-step and one-step amplitu
yields the dashed curve for the 22

1 cross section. The smal
one-step amplitudes lead to only small differences in
shapes of the two predictions, but we find that the oppo
sign causes a destructive interference of about a factor of
the magnitudes. It must be emphasized that this calcula
for the 22

1 state includes no free parameters aside from t
sign. The form factor shapes were determined by the ela
scattering, the first 21 cross section was taken to fit thos
data, and the transitions to the 22

1 state itself were obtained
from electromagnetic data. The mixed and purely two-s
computed cross sections give roughly the correct magnit
for the 22

1 transition, but fail to account for the shape ob
served.~If we allow all of the bm parameters to be free
reproduction of the shape can still not be made!.

The seniority shell model fails dramatically to account f
the equal cross sections found forp1 and p2. A purely
proton excitation at the delta resonance yields the naive
pectation of ap1 cross section 9 times greater than that f
p2. Rather, the symmetry found indicates the proportion
contribution of neutron amplitudes.

III. a PARTICLE SCATTERING

The onlya-particle-scattering data we were able to fin
for the weak 2.96 MeV peak in52Cr were at 42 MeV,

ur

he

was
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692 53OAKLEY, PETERSON, MORRIS, AND FORTUNE
using silicon particle detectors@15#. The resolution of 105
keV was sufficient to resolve the state cleanly, and a co
panion spectrum taken with the same target using a magn
spectrograph with 60 keV resolution observed the 2.96 M
state with the same relative strength. The target was isot
cally enriched to 99.9%. The general method used for th
data has been reported for other nuclear targets@16#. The
cross sections for the first and second 21 states of52Cr are
shown in Fig. 4.

First- and second-order distorted-wave Born approxim
tion ~DWBA! calculations were carried out with the couple
channels codeCHUCK2 @17#. The optical-model parameter
were taken from fits to elastic scattering from52Cr at 42
MeV @18#. The transition potential was taken to be the fi
derivative of this optical potential, with deformation param
eters listed in Table I. For the first 21 state of52Cr, the solid
curve in Fig. 4 shows the cross section predicted using
isoscalar matrix elementM0 as the sum of the values use
for the pion scattering~the dashed curve represents a Fra
hofer calculation to be discussed later!. This is clearly suc-
cessful, accounting for the shape and the magnitude of tha
scattering data with no new parameters.

The same model applied to the 3.16 MeV 23
1 transition

gives the fit shown in Fig. 4 withb 5 0.04, which yields
M0 5 12.9 fm2. This is near the sum ofMn1Mp 5 13.8
fm2 from the pion work. The diffractive shape of thea scat-

FIG. 4. Inelastic scattering of 42 MeVa particles to the first
three 21 states of52Cr yields data compared here to first-order a
purely second-order DWBA calculations, using the deformations
matrix elements listed in Table I. These are shown by solid lin
The dashed curve for the 21

1 state gives the Fraunhofer calculatio
described in the text, which is is also successful in reproducing
shape and magnitude of these data. For the 22

1 transition, the
dashed curve is proportional toJ1

2(x) and matches the observe
shape only at the large angles.
m-
etic
V
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tering angular distribution is adequately fit.
The a scattering cross sections to the second 21 state of

52Cr are, however, far from the simple diffractive shape. U
of the sum of the proton and neutron matrix elements fr
the first to the second 21 state gave cross sections far
excess of what was seen fora scattering, as seen by th
values ofb listed in Table I. The solid curve compared to t
2.96 MeV data in Fig. 4 uses the same matrix elements a
the pions to the 1.43 MeV state, as in comparison to the
above in Fig. 4, but uses an isoscalar matrix element of o
M0 5 32.5 fm2 for the second step to the 2.96 MeV sta
with b12 5 0.156. This is a smaller isoscalar matrix eleme
than the value of 59 fm2 found from the pion analysis. In
clusion of a direct matrix elementM0 5 2.4 fm2 from the
ground state to the 2.96 MeV state made changes in
shape and magnitude of this curve only at the largest ang
using either relative sign.

The pure two-step calculation accounts very well for
shape of the 22

1 a scattering data, as expected for av54
excitation. If only the proton matrix element, not the isos
lar sum, from the pion fit were used to formM0 , the two-
step prediction would be nearly in agreement with thea
particle data. That would be consistent with the senio
shell model for the second transition, from av52 proton
state to one ofv54.

IV. DIFFRACTION MODEL

The sharply diffractive angular distributions for the fir
21 state using spin-zero pions anda particles invite use

d
or
s.
,
the

FIG. 5. The 180 MeV pion data are compared to Fraunho
calculations, using the parameters listed in the text and Eq.~2!.
Only a first-order (A51) curve is used for the 21

1 transition. The
solid curve for the 2.96 MeV data uses the best fit using Eq.~2!,
with A520.11. The dashed curve usesA50 for a purely two-step
mechanism. Neither of these matches the data as well as the d
curve which is undamped and proportional only toJ1(x)

2.
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53 693ANOMALOUS ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS IN PION AND a . . .
of the Fraunhofer model, diffracting the beam around a bl
disk. This model can be extended to second order@19,20#.
The radius of the black disk,R, is taken from the minima of
the 21

1 angular distributions, and the beam center-of-m
wave number isk, using the argumentx52kRsinu/2. This is
the most accurate approximation for the shadow cast by
disk at a center-of-mass scattering angleu. A trapezoidal
transition from absorption to transmission occurs over a
tanceD, damping the prediction at larger angles by the fa
tor D5abs2J1(y)/y for each single scattering amplitud
with y52kDsinu/2. Here theJ0,1,2 represent Bessel func
ack

ass

the

dis-
c-
e,
-

tions of the given order. The overall magnitudes of the cr
sections are given by an amplitudeb, as also used in the
coupled-channels calculations. If we take the 22

1 state to be
the two-phonon vibrational state, the two-step path to it
determined by the magnitude of the 21

1 cross sections for
both beams. We also allow an amplitudeA for the 22

1 state to
mix with an amplitudeA12A2 for a direct excitation (A 5
1 for pure one step!, with the same value ofb as for the first
21 state.

The expression that results for the second 21 state Fraun-
hofer cross section is then
ds

dVc.m.
5

~kR0!
2~bR0!

2

4p FAD2 J0~x!1A12A2D2
kbR0

7
A 5

16p
@J0~x!2xJ1~x!#G2

1
@2~kR0!

2~bR0!#
2

4p FA3

8
ADJ2~x!1A12A2D2

kbR0

7
A 15

32p
@2J2~x!2xJ1~x!#G2. ~2!
i

rn,

g-
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d
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r
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Curves for the 21
1 state from pion scattering are shown i

Fig. 5, using the parameters obtained from these 21
1 data

(R55.33 fm, D 5 2.0 fm, andbR 5 0.80 fm! and the
expression above withA51. The isoscalar matrix elemen
obtained from this value ofbR is 44.8 fm2, very near that
obtained by distorted wave methods, 46.0 fm2. Also in Fig.
5 are the Fraunhofer predictions for the 22

1 state, using the
full expression, with a fit resulting from a search on th
parameterA over the data sets for both pion signs. We fin
some improvement from this search usingA520.11 ~solid
curve! but the dashed lines shown with a purely two-ste
calculation (A50) differ little from the optimum, and both
fail to give a good fit. Also shown is the shape~dotted! using
an undamped form proportional toJ1

2(x) alone, which does
account for the shapes found.

The diffraction model withR56.63 fm andD51.25 fm,
found to fit the elastic data of@15#, is used to also fit the
21

1 data fora particle scattering in Fig. 4. The fit shown by
the dashed line yieldedb 5 0.16, exactly as found by the
DWBA. The fit is excellent in shape and magnitude.

Since it was found to be successful for the 22
1 pion data,

a simple undampedJ1
2~x! shape is also shown against thea

scattering data for the 22
1 state in Fig. 4, but with not much

agreement.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The first striking thing we note from the pion data is th
isospin symmetry, with nearly equalp1 andp2 cross sec-
tions or proton and neutron matrix elements for all thre
21 states of52Cr considered. Other states of52Cr reported in
@2# also exhibit this symmetry. The general systematics le
one to expect this for the 21

1 state, but the shell model for a
seniority-4 description of the 22

1 state is so compelling that
the new experiment was carried out to examine the ant
pated protonlike excitation.

A similar case of four neutrons from a closed shell
n

t

e
d

p

e

e

ad

ci-

is

found for 44Ca. Pion scattering to the 22
1 state of 44Ca at

2.66 MeV shows a clear single-excitation diffraction patte
in contrast to the case of52Cr @21#. The 44Ca data are also
charge symmetric. The structure of the two 22

1 states is evi-
dently greatly different, as shown by the direct electroma
netic excitations from the ground states, stronger by a fac
of 80 in the case of44Ca @22#. This allows the greater one
step strength seen for44Ca by the pion scattering.

Another appropriate comparison of the52Cr 22
1 data is to

the ‘‘reversal’’ states seen in pion scattering@23#. These are
higher 21 states, often the second, that show clearL52 an-
gular distributions but without the charge symmetry
widely noted. The reversal of these 21 states arises from
there being two dominant shell-model amplitudes, mixi
with a constructive sign for the lowest 21 state and destruc-
tively for the other. For instance, ap-shell excitation could
provide a second amplitude to give this effect in52Cr. A
proton stripping experiment, however, finds no excitation
the 2.96 MeV state of52Cr from thev51 ground state of
51V, for either f -shell orp-shell strength@24#.
Although our study of thev54 state could be enhance

by comparisons to pion double charge exchange, there ar
data with similar beam energies or targets for final 21 states
in DCX. Ground-state~non-DIAS! DCX cross sections nea
our target mass give cross sections of about 50 nb/sr. Ine
tic scattering to av54 state will be stronger than for DCX
because the scattering can proceed by the stronger isos
couplings not available to DCX.

We also note that the simple ratios of 22
1 to 21

1 cross
sections are much greater for pion scattering than fora par-
ticle scattering. Our calculations reproduced this effect
decreasing the second step amplitude fora scattering from
the 21

1 state. A greater pion cross section could be a sign
some two-step path not available to thea particles. Since the
pion experiment was carried out at the 3-3 resonance, sev
such channels could be postulated.

Furthermore, the pion data for the 22
1 state can be fitted to
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a simpleJ1
2 squared shape, not anticipated for a transit

from a 01 to a 21 state. A similar case was found for charg
exchange of strongly absorbed particles in the (3He,t! reac-
tion from 01 ground states to 01 final states, the so-called
anti-analog states@25#. An explanation in terms of two inter-
fering L50 amplitudes to form anL51 pattern has been
presented@26#.

The simple (f 7/2)
n seniority shell model clearly failed to

account for the pion data, in either shape or magnitude. T
model did successfully give the purely two-stepa-particle-
scattering angular pattern, but the magnitude was not
expected from electromagnetic results and an isoscalar
lective symmetry@27#. The seniority shell model is broken
by the inclusion ofp-shell nucleons, and this extension do
account better for the observables in52Cr @28#. There is evi-
dently no p-shell stripping to the 2.96 Mev 22

1 state of
ion
e

his

that
col-

es

52Cr @24#, and so the higher shell nucleons must remain
some configuration much more complex than the other lo
lying states. This 22

1 state, examined here by pion anda
particle scattering, is in several ways a counterexample to
usual successes with models. Our simple structure and r
tion models were not able to give a fully consistent set
results to agree with the data, and the explanation of t
puzzling case remains open.
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